The Design for Ageing Well research project is encouraging collaboration with industry partners, including fabric producers, garment manufacturers and technology providers to ensure the effective translation of the findings of academic research, to inform the eventual launch of commercial products for the rapidly growing active ageing market.

Little has been done to help designers understand the needs of the ageing, with particular focus on clothing and wearable technologies. To bring new products to an emerging market, many stakeholders in the product development chain, and in product launch, will benefit from the knowledge transfer of current research findings. In particular, co-design is a new approach in the fashion and electronics communities.

This co-design approach brings together researchers, industry partners and active ageing participants in the development of a clothing layering system comprising base, mid and outer layer garments that incorporates smart textiles and wearable technologies. Initial prototypes are being designed to address the user-needs identified and to demonstrate how the attributes of modern textiles and novel garment manufacture may enhance the independence, safety, wellbeing and sense of adventure in the everyday lives of older wearers - with a focus on walking.

Industry collaboration to date has confirmed that initial research outcomes are of interest within ‘the trade’ from fibre producers to materials suppliers and garment brands as well as wearable electronics innovators. Adjustments have already been made to design features in commercial ranges as a result of user feedback. Further industry collaboration will be required to enable the initial demonstrator garments, with wearable technologies, to be interpreted into commercial products.

The outcomes of this research will be disseminated at conferences, and in workshops for the benefit of those involved in clothing, textiles, sports, electronics, business and marketing disciplines. The iterations in design and product development, and related technical processes, will be explained in an appropriate format to be easily understood by designers, manufacturers, retailers and other stakeholders in the product development chain.
Getting the right fit for a garment that you will be using frequently is of course very important, but what happens if the range of garments commercially available don’t offer the active ageing what they need?

The silhouette and fit workshop was designed to try to give the project participants a chance to explain what their preferences were and to compare those preferences with samples of commercially available garments.

This was the first of two final co-design workshops seeking confirmation of selected design elements. This one concentrated on establishing the silhouette and fit for the 3 layers for men and women. These selected shapes will form the basis on which the remaining design details will be developed (pockets, fastenings etc).

The participants took part in a show and tell session, explaining what elements of their favoured garments they liked and what worked. Focusing on how design details can have an impact on the fit and silhouette helped the team to get a better understanding of the nuances of the participants needs and what may or may not be appropriate.

The participants then undertook a co-design exercise, using pre-determined templates to begin to draw up their ideal selection of base, mid and outer layer silhouettes based on the previous discussion and show and tell session.

The participants’ design decision process was based on their existing preferences but using new knowledge of fabrics and design features accumulated throughout previous project workshops.

“The raglan sleeve looks more sporty, but I prefer a seam to show where my shoulder line is.”
Co-Design with the Active Ageing: Investigating, Evolving, Resolving

The project advisory group consists of a group of keen active ageing walkers who have been recruited to oversee the project team. The advisory group members are distinct from the workshop participants as they do not play an active role in the co-design workshop process but act in an overall advisory capacity to ensure correct conduct throughout the project dealings with participants. The advisory group also provides one element of verification of findings which are extrapolated from the workshop process.

In the colour workshop, participants described their own general colour preferences drawn from either colour palettes of colours that worked together or those that reflected the fashion choices of their youth; the importance of colour in the maintenance of safety and, after lengthy discussion with the team of presenters, not only their choices of colour for each of the base, mid and outer layer garments but also specific textures and material finishes appropriate to each layer. Video, audio and paper based recordings of these decisions will aid the final co-design process in selecting colour and textures for materials for the final garment prototypes.

A silhouette and fit workshop focused on examining the participants own garments, establishing what they felt was most appropriate for their own personal comfort and comparing their preferences with samples of commercially available garments. The participants engaged in a practical co-design session, using pre-prepared templates to design the silhouette and fit profiles for their ideal base, mid and outer layer garments. The participants design decision process was based on their existing preferences but using new knowledge of fabrics and design features accumulated throughout the project workshops.

Technical development has included creation and testing of experimental sensor placement rigs combined with bespoke analysis software tools to measure differences in sensor output quality determined by placement and body shape and size. The work has also included first round of prototype interface development using an off the shelf smartphone as the processing and display hub for the system.

For further information on the Design for Ageing Well project, contact:

Jane McCann
Project Investigator
jane.mccann@newport.ac.uk
Hannah Bigmore
Project Administrator
hannah.bigmore@newport.ac.uk

Technical Development
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In the colour workshop, participants described their own general colour preferences drawn from either colour palettes of colours that worked together or those that reflected the fashion choices of their youth; the importance of colour in the maintenance of safety and, after lengthy discussion with the team of presenters, not only their choices of colour for each of the base, mid and outer layer garments but also specific textures and material finishes appropriate to each layer. Video, audio and paper based recordings of these decisions will aid the final co-design process in selecting colour and textures for materials for the final garment prototypes.

Personas have been developed by the research team as part of the processes of matching user needs to potential garment design solutions. The use of personas helps to bring more focus to the design process from within the complexities of matching the user needs with the range of styling and functional options available to the garment designers.

Personas as Part of the Design Process
The conference welcomes industry involvement at keynote and delegate level, providing excellent opportunities for development of future collaborative research and knowledge transfer opportunities.
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